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Color is a spectrum of light, and a color is defined by its three physical properties, 
hue, value and intensity. When colors come to the discourse in the real life or industries, 
they are communicated by their names. Especially, the industries that mainly deal with 
colors as their products develop their own unique color-naming system while ordinary 
people tend to use general color names such as red, light blue or dark green. Color names 
not only define physical properties of a color, but also contribute to building an 
impression of a color by stimulating associations.  
This paper investigates how color names impact viewers’ color perception by 
conducting a survey. Two sets of color swatches from Pantone’s Fashion Color Report 
from 2000 to 2015 were evaluated by 173 participants based on six criteria: Hardness, 
Coolness, Masculinity, Age, Luxuriousness and Trendiness. Each set had eleven colors 
and only the second set presented colors with their names. There were five repeating 
colors in the two sets, and the result validates that color names affect how people 
perceive colors by showing different ratings from the two different presentations.  
Color names can be classified into three sub-groups: general color names, object-
based color names and creative color names by their lexical structures, functions, origins
xi 
 
and so on. The names used for repeating colors in this survey: Jewel blue, Dried herb, 
Toasted almond, Rose dust, Silver cloud and Slate gray belong to the object-based color 
names. Specifically, Jewel blue and Slate gray are compounds of well-known objects and 
basic color terms, and Silver cloud and Rose dust are compounds of two different objects. 
From the survey, it was found that those color names enhanced the 
Luxuriousness and Trendiness of colors, and their perceptual impact showed different 
tendencies depending on different demographic variables including gender, cultural 
background and clothing purchase frequency. Those findings suggest that color naming 
can be a marketing strategy that positively impacts customers’ clothing purchase 





CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Shy smile (BEHR1, n.d.), Lauren’s surprise (Sherwin-Williams2, n.d.), Old soul 
and Ally’s earring (Benjamin Moore3, n.d.) are not titles of novels, movies or songs, but 
are names for shades of interior paints.4 Those color names are different from the basic 
color terms such as red, yellow and orange in that they cannot communicate the exact 
shade of colors. Instead, each name expresses a certain mood, image or emotion caused 
by the color. It is not unusual to find these types of metaphorical and unique color names 
in the paint, crayon and cosmetics industries these days. Also, beautified or classified 
color names are often used in fashion magazines and fashion trend forecasting reports.  
Even though the metaphorical and unique color names sometimes have problems 
in comprehension, they serve another important function in marketing. Marketers in those 
industries expect that the names are more memorable and easy to catch customer’s 
attention. Also, it is expected that the names enhance the image of their products by 
stimulating positive associations, and boost sales. This research will go through how we 
name colors and investigate how color names affect human color perception by
                                                 
1 BEHR or Behr Process Corporation is an American supplier which mainly deals with architectural paint 
and exterior wood care products. It was founded in 1947. 
2 Sherwin-Williams or Sherwin-Williams Company is an American company which manufactures, 
distributes and sales paints, coatings and related products. It was founded in 1866. 
3 Benjamin Moore or Benjamin Moore & Co. is an American company which produces interior or exterior 
paint supplies. It was founded in 1883. 
4 Shy smile: BEHR S130-1-3, Lauren’s surprise: Sherwin-Williams SW 679, Old soul and Ally’s earring: 




 conducting a survey. Especially, the survey utilized colors and names from Pantone5’s 
Fashion Color Reports to discuss the results in the context of fashion marketing.  
 
1.2 Theoretical Background 
1.2.1 Language, thought and color 
Color has been a popular research subject in various fields from the fine arts to 
the sciences. Especially, the discussion about how we see and name colors is involved in 
biology, neuropsychology, linguistics, anthropology and philosophy. Our visual 
experience about colors is not merely about recognizing physical properties of a color 
through the eye, but it is a complex process accompanying neural and psychological 
activities of the human brain. When we acquire information through our sensory organs, 
the information is processed and stored in the long-term memory by our brains (Hong, 
2011). This process forms our knowledge about the world, and it enables and affects our 
perceptual and cognitive responses to external stimuli. Thinking is a series of this cycle, 
and it is called an information processing process (Lutz & Huitt, 2003). During the 
process, the human brain keeps encoding and decoding information by using language. 
For example, when we see a green color, the four types of photoreceptors, a rod and three 
cone cells, biologically recognize a particular wavelength. Then, the human brain stores 
the visual information as a linguistic form, green, and it brings about related sensations 
by retrieving previous experiences. The sensation could be formed by sensory 
information, a direct and concrete image, an abstract concept or emotion about the color. 
In other words, the human brain interprets the received information, and we call this 
                                                 




mechanism perceptual processing (Ward et al., 2010). During this process, each 
individual reproduces different sensations about the color, and it causes the subjectivity 
of color perception. Baylor (1995) clearly mentioned this idea in his statement, “The rich 
colours that we see are inventions of the nervous system rather than properties of light 
itself. Colour, like beauty, is in the eye and brain of the beholder” (p. 103). Once we 
come up with certain imageries about the color, the information is communicated by 
language again. In other words, a color name is a medium for encoding biologically-
received color information, and decoding related information stored in our brains for 
communication.  
 
1.2.2 Relativist view and universalist view 
What if we do not have the word, red in our language? Does it affect how we see 
a red color? So far, readers have learned that language is an indispensable tool in our 
thinking process. Language and thoughts keep interacting and form the knowledge about 
the world. In terms of the relation between language and thought, one of the main topics 
that has been argued by linguists and psychologists has been whether language shapes 
how people think or vice versa.  
During the early 20th century, it was generally believed that the particular 
structure of a language determines how its speakers see and experience the world. This 
relativist view was represented by the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, and it was supported by 
the two principles, linguistic relativity and linguistic determinism. Linguistic relativity 
asserts that each culture’s language has its own unique grammatical and semantic 




might be able to be translated into other languages, but their meanings do not always 
correspond to each other. The other principle, linguistic determinism argues that the 
unique structure of each language shapes how its speakers think (Kömürcü, 2011). Whorf 
(1956) first attempted to prove the actual correlations between the structural features of 
languages and the structure of the speakers’ thinking based on his analysis of the two 
different languages, English and Hopi. For example, while English speakers understand 
the concept, time as an object which can be measured or counted, Hopi speakers encode 
the word as recurrent events because the language does not have a concrete word or 
grammatical form that refers to the notion of time (as sited in Lucy, 1996, p. 42-43). 
In terms of color naming, the relativist view supported the idea that there were 
cultural differences about how one recognized a certain color depending on his or her 
native language. Kay & Kempton (1984) compared English to the Tarahumara language 
which is spoken in Northwest Mexico, and found that the Tarahumara language did not 
distinguish green from blue. Instead, the term, siyóname was used for both colors. The 
researchers showed three similar colors in the blue-green range, and asked English 
speakers and Tarahumara speakers to pair them into two groups depending on their 
similarities in shades. The result showed that English speakers tended to group the three 
colors based on the lexical category, green and blue, rather than their physical properties, 
but Tarahumara speakers did not.  
However, this relativist view was highly controversial since Chomsky (1968) 
argued that all languages shared a common structure which is biologically inherent in 
men, and the structure varied in different languages (as sited in Kömürcü, 2011, p. 23). In 




terms had been developed. Berlin & Kay (1969) analyzed ninety-eight languages and 
found that there are eleven color terms that universally appeared in color categorization. 
Also, they argued that those basic terms: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, 
brown, gray, black and white, had evolved following a particular path. So, every 
language or culture has a different number of basic color terms according to the stage of 
the evolution (Fig. 1). This finding supported the idea that color terms had been 
developed based on how the human brain categorizes colors, and there is no biological 
difference across cultures. Also, according to the recent research introduced in 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, it was found that babies were able to 
recognize categories of colors even before they developed language skills. This is the 
evidence that categorical color perception is formed by an innate visual mechanism, and 
it can be independent of language (Yang et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 1 The evolution of basic color terms and its stages.6 
 
                                                 
6 Reproduced from “The linguistic significance of the meanings of basic color terms,” by P. Kay and C. K., 




Those discussions are still being investigated by researchers in the areas of 
biology, psychology and so on. Even though the radical stance of the relativist view has 
been challenged, the moderate relativist view is generally accepted today. In other words, 
language ‘affects’ the very basic human perception rather than it ‘shapes’ the way we 
encode our experience. The hypothesis of this research also takes its stand on the 
moderate aspect of relativist view. This research hypothesizes that human color 
perception might be affected by the sensations evoked by the objects used in color names. 
The current related research found that visual feature detectors can be sharpened by 
linguistic representation implying that language affects early visual perception (Klemfuss 




CHAPTER 2. CLASSIFICATION OF COLOR NAMES 
2.1 Functions of Color Names  
A color name is a perceptual representation of a certain range of wavelengths, 
and also a linguistic product of associations and imagination caused by the shade. In 
everyday conversations or commercial environments, color names communicate a 
particular shade of a color and its impressions. As the background for classifying color 
names, this chapter will go over the functions of color names from these three aspects: 
segmentation of the visible spectrum, describing shades of colors and stimulating 
imagination and associations. 
 
2.1.1 Segmentation of the visible spectrum 
As discussed earlier, the visible spectrum is categorized by color names. In 
Physics, it is well-known that the wavelength of light determines color. Human eyes can 
recognize wavelengths between 390nm and 700nm, and we call this range, the visible 
spectrum. Even though the human eye can distinguish millions of colors (Halsey & 
Chapanis, 1951), it is almost impossible to name each of them because the color spectrum 
is the continuous gradation of colors that have no natural divisions. So, the spectrum is 
traditionally described as a group of rainbow colors such as red, orange, yellow, green, 




names separate and organize the color continuum between ultra-violet and infra-red 
(McNeill, 1972) rather than designating the exact wavelength. This dissonance between 
the names and the real world creates the subjectivity of how people interpret a color name 
(Kripke, 1972). For example, green indicates the wavelength approximately between 
495nm and 570nm (Green, n.d.). However, the range of green can vary depending on 
who defines it, and the boundaries between yellow, green and blue are not clear. So, 
when ten people are talking about green, it cannot be guaranteed that they are thinking of 
the exactly same color 
 
2.1.2 Describing shades of colors 
A color name also communicates a color’s shade by describing its three basic 
properties, and the texture, luminosity or the impression of the color.  
Hue is one of the three basic color properties, and it is determined by the 
wavelength of light (Fig 2). In the 18th century, Isaac Newton discovered a color 
spectrum from his experiments with prisms, and many color theorists have organized the 
spectrum on a circular form (Fig. 3). Color terms like red, yellow, and green describe the 
hue of a color. Also, these terms can be used as modifiers such as reddish, yellowish, and 
greenish. Sometimes, temperature-related adjectives like warm, hot, cool, cold and icy 
are used to describe the hue of colors. Usually, warm words refer to reddish hues and 
cool words express bluish hues. 
 





Figure 3 Color wheels: the arrangement of hues on a circular form.7 8 9 10 
 
Value is a relative lightness and darkness of a color, and the term ‘lightness’ can 
be used interchangeably (Fig. 4). To describe the lightness of a color, value-related 
adjectives such as dark, deep, light, tinted and bleached are used in names. These 
adjectives are usually added as a prefix to the terms that describe hue. Dark red, deep 
green, light pink and tinted orange are some examples.  
 
Figure 4 Value of a color. 
 
                                                 
7 Newton’s color wheel. (1704). Newton's asymmetric color wheel correlates colors with musical notes and 
planetary symbols. Retrieved from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_wheel#/media/File:Newton%27s_colour_circle.png   




9 Chevreul’s color wheel. (1839). He was a chemist, and conducted research on color contrast and 
systemized the results. Retrieved from https://mashrabiyya.wordpress.com/tag/edgar-degas/ 





Saturation, intensity or chroma is the brightness or purity of a color (Fig.5). The 
colors on the color wheel or visible spectrum are the most vivid colors and their 
saturation generally decreases when other colors are mixed (Stewart, 2014). To describe 
the saturation of a color, modifiers such as vivid, strong, brilliant, Grayish and dull are 
added to color names.  
 
Figure 5 Saturation of a color. 
 
 
Figure 6 Tonal chart and tonal adjectives.11 
                                                 
11 The tonal chart in Fig. 6 was developed based on the color triangle (Birren, 1987), and the tonal adjective 
chart was developed based on the ISCC-NBS system and Kobayashi’s tone system (cf. Nickerson & 




However, sometimes it is not clear if a modifier solely describes lightness or 
saturation of a color. Kobayashi (1981) once argued that people perceive colors by their 
hue and tone, and as seen in Fig. 6, tone is a composite property of lightness and 
saturation. So, those adjectives describing lightness or saturation of colors can be defined 
as tonal adjectives, and Fig. 6 shows their topological correlations with the tonal chart 
which was developed based on Birren’s color triangle (cf. Birren 1987, p. 60-65).  
Beside those three basic properties, adjectives like glossy, metallic, or shiny 
describe the physical texture or luminosity of a color. On the other hand, adjectives such 
as modern, classic, serene, elegant, and French do not describe a particular hue, lightness 
or saturation, but they convey a mood or image of a color. Kobayashi (1981) developed a 
color image scale, based on the three attributes, warm or cool, soft or hard, and clear or 
grayish,12 and the adjectives used in this scale are frequently used to describe an image of 
a certain color or color scheme (cf. Kobayashi, 1981, p.102).  
 
2.1.3 Stimulating imagination and associations 
Color names are fascinating in that they are general agreements between people 
to communicate a certain shade, but at the same time, it is a subjective matter how a 
person processes the name with his or her brain. As discussed earlier, when the human 
brain processes given information, the long-term memories stored by previous 
experiences let the person associate it with certain concrete or abstract imagery about the 
information. So, when people see a color with its name, every individual might be 
                                                 




reminded of different experiences related to the physiological and linguistic information 
about the color.  
Graumann (2007) argued that complex color terms consisting of a noun and a 
basic color term evoke complex mental images while basic color names give a direct and 
clear idea about a shade. When a color name includes a certain object, the name conveys 
the sensuous characteristics of the object including its color, shape, texture, temperature, 
smell and so on. Also, the name reminds people of the object’s cultural or universal 
connotative meanings, and the name also evokes certain emotions or images based on 
individual experiences about the object. Especially, metaphorical and descriptive color 
names like Outer space (List of Crayola13 crayon colors, n.d.), Reflecting pond (Pantone, 
2015), Song of summer (BEHR, n.d.) and The girls are out (Essie14, n.d.) let people 
imagine a certain image or scene.15 Those creative color names challenge precise 
communication between language users, but they generate illusions and sensations of a 
color.  
2.2 Classification of Color Names 
Color names have been classified mainly by their structures and origins by 
linguists. Graumann (2007) once grouped color names into three sub-classes: basic color 
terms (red, blue, green, etc.), modified color terms (warm red, calm blue, fresh green, 
etc.) and complex color terms (tornado red, aragonite blue, cyber green, etc.) by their 
structures. Wyler (2007) specifically classified color terms used in textiles into three 
groups: cardinal names (red, blue, khaki, navy, etc.), converted names (lemon, turquoise, 
                                                 
13 Crayola manufactures artists' supplies and the brand is renowned for its crayons. It was founded in 1885. 
14 Essie or Essie Cosmetics is a major American nail polish brand. It was founded in 1981 and sold to 
L’oreal in 2010. 




forest, etc.) and modified color names (light gray, deep olive, desert orange, dark lagoon 
blue, etc.) by their structures and origins, and each group has several sub-groups (cf. 
Wyler, 2007, p.119). 
Today’s color naming strategies are getting more complex and unique to achieve 
commercial goals. This research classifies English color names into three sub groups: 
general color names, object-based color names and creative color names, by their 
functions, origins, lexical structures and the degree of modification from basic color 
names in combination (Fig. 7). It re-forms existing color names classifications, and adds 
creative color names as an emerging group. Especially, the classification was based on 
commercialized color names used for Crayola drawing crayons, Pantone’s trend color 
reports and commercial paint shades. Those color names are used in product design to 
stress differentiated aspects of a product and satisfy different target audiences  
(Graumann, 2007). 
 
2.2.1 General color names 
In general color names, there are eleven basic color names: red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, purple, pink, brown, gray, black and white defined by Berlin & Kay (1969). 
Lyons (1995) once defined them as level-1 words, and grouped them into three 
subclasses: achromatic, Newtonian and non-prismatic groups. Black, white and gray 
belong to achromatic colors, and he classified the rest of them by whether they are found 
on Newton’s traditional color spectrum16 or not. So, red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 
                                                 
16 The traditional list of seven prismatic colors established by Newton (1704): red, orange, yellow, green, 




purple17 belong to Newtonian colors and pink and brown were classified as non-prismatic 
colors (Lyons, 1995). 
General color names also include extended basic color names such as scarlet, 
navy, khaki, mauve and beige. While basic color names only describe the hues of colors, 
extended basic color names often describe the three basic properties of colors in 
combination. This group was defined as level-2 words by Lyon (1995). He argued that 
the boundary between the level-1 and level-2 words is intuitively understood by adult 
native speakers. Level-two words are more specific than basic color terms, and they can 
be reworded by using modified basic color names. For example, in the case of beige, it 
refers to a pale dullish yellowish brown or scarlet can be defined as a brilliant red tinged 
with orange (Lyon, 1995). 
Color names are often created by combining two or three words together. Those 
basic and extended basic color names also can create new color names by making 
compounds such as yellow-green, red-violet, navy blue and khaki green. In addition, 
adjectives that describe the hue, lightness, saturation, texture or impression of colors can 
be added to basic or extended basic color names. By adding the color-related adjectives, 
the name describes a color more specifically. For example, Hot magenta, Vivid violet, 
Medium chrome green and Maximum yellow red are color names that used in Crayola 
drawing crayons (List of Crayola crayon colors, n.d.).18  
 
                                                 
17 The basic colors terms defined by Berlin & Kay (1969) included purple instead of indigo and violet 
(Lyon, 1995). 
18 Hot magenta was introduced in 1990., Vivid violet was introduced in 1997., Medium chrome green was 
used from 1903 to 1939 and the label on labels is Chrome Green, Medium., Maximum yellow red was used 




2.2.2 Object-based color names 
It is a common strategy to use well-known objects for color names. Object-based 
color names convey relatively precise information about a shade of a color by letting 
people come up with a concrete color image (Plümacher, 2007). The objects can be either 
tangible or intangible. For example, mustard, olive, emerald and rose are tangible objects, 
and neon, spring breeze, fog and sunglow are not tangible. Those objects also can be 
classified into two groups: organic objects (flowers, fruit, etc.) and inorganic or 
atmospheric objects (mineral, sky, water) (Wyler, 2007) or natural objects and artificial 
objects (Hong, 2011). Sometimes, the terms that include multiple objects are used for 
color names such as desert, forest or winter. For example, the term, winter can refer to 
any object seen in a wintery landscape such as a winter sky, snow, a frozen lake or a 
withered branch. Wyler (2007) defined those names as ‘collective color names evoking 
color sensation within the scope of the collective expression’ (p. 119). In other words, 
those collective color names represent the dominant shade or the overall impression of a 
group of objects rather than designating a particular object’s shade. So, there is a 
difference between individuals in how to interpret the colors represented by those 
collective color names (Kömürcü, 2011). Objects used in color names mainly represent 
the hues of colors, but they include the other color properties as well. For example, 
lavender might be defined as a dullish pale violet, and the name describes the color’s hue, 
lightness and saturation at the same time. 
Sometimes, two or three object-based names are combined to name a color. 




object-based color names.19 In this case, each lexeme can describe a certain shade as an 
independent color name, but its compound refers to a slightly different shade from each 
individual lexeme. There are also compounds of object-based color names and general 
color names. Begonia pink (Pantone, 2004), Lily green (Pantone, 2005b), Poppy red 
(Pantone, 2012b) and Glacier gray (Pantone, 2014b) are some examples that are actually 
being used in Pantone’s color names.20 The color-related adjectives also can be added to 
the object-based color names. Glazed ginger (Pantone, 2005a), Dark citron (Pantone, 
2008b), Warm olive (Pantone, 2009a) and Sweet lilac (Pantone, 2011) are some 
examples.21 In reality, there is almost no limit to combine those color names, so multiple 
compounds like Deep lichen green (Pantone, 2013), Elegant ivory cream and Seaside 
classic blue (Glidden22, n.d.) are being used as well.23  
 
2.2.3 Creative color names 
A color name is often a figment of associations or imagination caused by a 
certain shade. Creative color names are generated based on abstract and imaginative 
associations rather than obvious and concrete representations. Unlike other color names 
mentioned above, Creative color names generally include the words that do not have 
direct relations to the basic color properties. Creative color names are relatively hard to 
be classified into sub-classes because their word formations are various and their 
                                                 
19 Amethyst orchid, Ruby wine, Salmon rose and Silver peony: Pantone 17-3628, 19-1629, 15-1626 and 12-
1206. 
20 Begonia pink , Lily green, Poppy red and Glacier gray: Pantone 15-221, 13-0317, 17-1664 and 14-4102. 
21 Glazed ginger, Dark citron, Warm olive, Sweet lilac: Pantone 18-1154, 16-0435, 15-0646 and 14-2808. 
22 Glidden or Glidden Company is one of the largest paint manufacturers in America. It was founded in 
1875. 
23 Deep lichen green: Pantone 18-0312, Elegant ivory cream and Seaside classic blue: Glidden 39YY 




semantic or grammatical structures are often arbitrary. Creative color names show a 
higher degree of dissonance in terms of the relation between language and the world than 
the general or object-based color names. So, they have more possibilities to be 
subjectively interpreted or understood. Those names are especially designed for 
commercial purposes depending on the taste of a brand’s target audience.  
One of the strategies of generating creative color names is to utilize subjective or 
unusual objects. In reality, it is not always clear what counts as subjective or unusual 
objects and what counts as well-known objects for color names. Subjective objects are 
able to represent a particular shade, but they are culture-sensitive or conceptually too 
broad. For example, people might understand the colors such as Windy city, Grandma’s 
china, Paper doll and Rocking chair (Benjamin Moore, n.d.) differently, depending on 
their individual experiences or knowledge about the objects.24 Those objects are not 
universal in terms of communicating colors unlike lemon, strawberry or periwinkle. On 
the other hand, color names like Mermaid net (BEHR, n.d.), Dragons blood (Benjamin 
Moore, n.d.), Mouse’s back and Dead salmon (Farrow & Ball25, n.d.) are using 
uncommon objects we cannot easily see in our everyday life or imaginary objects which 
are visually unpleasing.26 
Another feature of the creative color names is that they often include abstract 
conceptual words, and they can be classified by the availability of communicating a 
particular shade. While we can guess that Sweetheart, Allure (BEHR, n.d.) or Budding 
                                                 
24 Windy city, Grandma’s china, Paper doll and Rocking chair: Interior paint, Benjamin Moore CSP-150, 
CSP-365, CSP-485 and CSP-400. 
25 Farrow & Ball is a British manufacturer of paints and wall papers. It was founded in 1930s. 
26 Mermaid net: BEHR 480F-4, Dragons blood: Benjamin Moore CW-320, Mouse’s back and Dead 




romance (Glidden, n.d.) is a pinkish or reddish color,27 Turbulence (Pantone, 2013), 
Friendship (BEHR, n.d.), Intuition (Benjamin Moore) and Emotional (Sherwin-Williams, 
n.d.), are not informative in terms of describing particular shades because they do not 
imply color components in their meanings.28 In other words, these concepts do not evoke 
certain colors unlike hope, passion, sadness, or love. When those non-color-related 
conceptual words modify the general or object-based color names, they create 
semantically unexpected compounds such as Positively purple (Glidden, n.d.), Exclusive 
ivory, Private Black and Confident white (BEHR, n.d.).29 The semantic dissonance 
between the two lexemes arouses people’s curiosity and fresh impression about the colors.  
Finally, there are color names that have the format of a phrase or sentence. 
Sentence type color names capture and describe a specific scene, action or moment, so 
people can generate dynamic mental images. Color names like How sweet it is (Glidden, 
n.d.), Kept love letters and Come sail away (Benjamin Moore, n.d.) convey an impression 
or a mood of colors in a poetic and descriptive way.30 Even though the name, Kept love 
letters does not communicate much color information, we can guess that the color 
conveys a romantic mood and it appeals to people’s emotions. In addition, color names 
like It’s a girl, She loves pink, and Back to school (BEHR, n.d.) give an impression of 
how to use the color as well.31 For example, people might think the color, It’s a girl is 
proper to decorate a young girl’s room. There are also some sentence type color names 
                                                 
27 Sweetheart and Allure: BEHR RD-W3 and PPU2-3, Budding romance: Glidden GLD303. 
28 Turbulence: Pantone 19-4215, Friendship: BEHR 220A-1, Intuition: Benjamin Moore CSP-610, 
Emotional: Sherwin-Williams SW 6621. 
29 Positively purple: Glidden GLD213, Exclusive ivory Private Black and Confident white: BEHR HDC-
MD-11, N530-7 and GR-W12. 
30 How sweet it is: Glidden GLD309, Kept love letters and Come sail away: Benjamin Moore CSP-425 and 
846. 




playing on words such as Spring has sprung (Benjamin Moore, n.d.), Hello yellow 
(Glidden, n.d.), Mauve it and I pink I can (BEHR, n.d.).32  
 
Figure 7 Color names classification. 
 
                                                 
32 Spring has sprung: Benjamin Moore CSP-835, Hello yellow: Glidden GLD611, Mauve it and I pink I can: 




CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Even though there has been a significant amount of research on the perceptual 
and cognitive impact of color names, the impact was rarely examined and discussed in 
the context of marketing. This research conducted a survey by using colors and color 
names that are being used in the fashion industry. The survey includes two sets of color 
swatches, and participants were asked to rate each color’s first impression based on six 
criteria: Hardness, Coolness, Masculinity, Age, Luxuriousness and Trendiness. The 
survey was conducted online, and it showed one color at a time (Appendix A). In the first 
set, participants see colors without names and the other set presents colors with their 
names. Each set has eleven color swatches that were selected from Pantone’s Fashion 
Color Report from 2000 to 2015. In these two sets, five colors are repeated to observe if 
participants’ ratings on the identical colors are affected by their names.  
Pantone is widely known for its Pantone Matching System (PMS) that is the 
standard language for the color communication between designers, manufacturers, 
retailers and customers. Pantone not only reproduces an accurately standardized color 
matching system for the printing industry and paint or fabric manufacturers, but also 
provides color trend information aiming at a specific target market such as fashion and 




colors twice a year, and provides strategically-designed color names for the trend color 
forecasting reports. Especially, this survey uses color swatches and names from 
Pantone’s fashion color report because this research is looking for the potentiality of 
color naming as marketing strategies in fashion retailing. Most of their color names in the 
report belong to the object-based color names and some names can be classified as the 
creative color names. The basic idea of Pantone’s naming is that societal mood and 
changes affect people’s visual preference. So their color names reflect social issues and 
changes of the time as well as communicate the physical properties of colors.  
 
3.2 Demographic Classifications 
The survey collected participants’ demographic information in five different 
classifications including gender, age, cultural background, experience in art and design, 
and clothing purchase frequency.  
First of all, how to perceive and interpret a color varies according to a person’s 
gender, age and cultural background. The differences are frequently caused by physical 
differences in vision and perception or social norms. In terms of gender, males and 
females show different preferences and sensitivities (Khouw, 1995). In a few research 
studies, it was found that women and men have different preferences about certain hue 
ranges (Jastrow, 1897; Birren, 1952). Also, females can figure out a wider range of color 
(Jaint et al., 2010), and they are more sensitive to color difference (Greene, 1995).  
When it comes to age, color vision changes with age. Specifically, as people 




people show different preference tendencies in hue and tone by their age. As people age, 
they tend to prefer colors that have shorter wavelengths (Birren, 2007; Zentner, 2001).  
In addition, there are colors that imply different symbolic meanings in different 
cultures while some colors communicate universal meanings. For example, white is a 
symbol of purity and peace in the Western culture, but the color is used at funerals in 
Eastern Asia, so it means sadness and mourning (De Bortoli & Maroto, 2001). Because 
association is involved in color perception, the different symbolic meanings affect how 
people see and interpret a color. 
The survey also includes experience in art and design, and clothing purchase 
frequency as demographic variables. Color is one of the main elements in art and design, 
so the level of experience in art and design shows how much knowledge about colors a 
participant has. Clothing purchase frequency represents the degree of sensitivity to 
fashion trends. Even though these two variables have been hardly studied in terms of 
their correlations with color perception, they are significant to understand target 
audiences’ tendencies in marketing. 
 
3.3 The Five Repeating Colors and Six Names 
In the two sets of color swatches, there are five repeating colors, Jewel blue, 
Dried herb, Toasted almond (Rose dust), Silver cloud, and Slate gray. As seen in Fig. 8, 
repeating colors have low intensity except Jewel blue and they are evenly distributed over 





Figure 8 The five repeating colors. 
 
In the second set, there are two identical colors that have different names, 
Toasted almond and Rose dust. In other words, the color is repeating three times 
including the one in the first set. By differentiating names of the same color, the survey 
expected to see how different color names affect people’s perception in a more detailed 
format. The name, Rose dust was picked for the third repeating color because the color is 
very similar to Toasted almond in three color properties. According to their CMYK 





Figure 9 Toasted almond and Rose dust. 
 
3.3.1 Jewel blue. 
Jewel blue is a slightly dark blue color. Compared to other repeating colors, it 
has a relatively high saturation. The original name of this color was Bijou blue, but for 
the study, the Bijou was replaced with an English word, Jewel for people who might not 
understand French. Because the hypothesis of this survey was that the meaning of a color 
name would affect people’s perception, color names should consist of the terms or verbal 
descriptions that can easily communicate the meaning regardless of participants’ cultural 
backgrounds. Also, by changing the names to English, the survey can control the possible 
deviation due to different languages. The name, Jewel blue belongs to the object-based 
color names, and it is a compound of an object name and a basic color name. The object 
name, Jewel describes a bright tone of blue as a modifier, and conveys a luxurious mood 




In the report, the color was described as a classic and luxurious color that oozes a 
seductive mood (Pantone, 2006).  
 
Figure 10 Bijou blue.33 
 
3.3.2 Dried herb 
Dried herb is a dull green color that has a medium lightness, and the name is 
classified under the object-based color names. The color was selected from the Pantone 
Fashion Color Report in Spring 2010 and Fall 2015. This color is generally known as 
khaki or olive green, and is frequently used for a safari or military look. However, 
Pantone suggested this color as a more sophisticated and modern shade. The name not 
                                                 





only represents a subdued green color, but also expresses an organic image of nature at 
the same time (Pantone, 2009b, 2015).  
 
Figure 11 Dried herb.34 
 
3.3.3 Toasted almond and Rose dust 
Toasted almond belongs to the orange hue, and it has a high lightness. The color 
is also known as beige, and it was selected from the Pantone Fashion Color Report in 
Spring 2015. The name is an object-based name. Toasted almond is an organic object, 
and it also reflects customers’ desires to stay in a familiar and comfortable mood as a way 
to counteract the rapid development of technology of the time (Pantone, 2014b). Toasted 
almond is a warm organic color that can be used for natural styling. This color is 
                                                 





frequently used as a basic color for apparel products because it goes with almost any 
design or color.  
The color’s additional name, Rose dust also belongs to the object-based color 
names, but it is a compound of two object names. Rose describes the reddish hue, and 
dust represents a dull tone of the color. Rose dust was selected from the Pantone Fashion 
Color Report in Fall 2010. The report introduced it as a neutral color that conveyed a 
feminine mood (Pantone, 2010a). 
 
Figure 12 Toasted almond.35 
 
                                                 





3.3.4 Silver cloud 
Silver cloud is a light neutral gray color that was selected from the Pantone 
Fashion Color Report in Spring 2011. Its name is a compound of the two objects, silver 
and cloud, and both objects carry a tinge of light gray. Like Toasted almond, this color 
was introduced as a timeless basic color. The report suggested this color as a polished and 
crisp color that expresses an elegant mood (Pantone, 2010b). Also, Silver cloud can be 
used with playful colors such as vivid yellow or pink to add delicacy to the vibrant shades.  
 
Figure 13 Silver cloud.36 
 
                                                 





3.3.5 Slate gray 
Slate gray is also a gray color, but it has a slight blue shade in it. Compared to 
Silver cloud, it looks a little cooler and darker. The name, Slate gray belongs to the 
object-based color names, and it is a compound of an object name and a basic color name. 
This color was selected from the Pantone Fashion Color Report in Spring 2005 and 
Spring 2009. While the color was introduced as a natural color that was a part of a 
seascape in 2005, 2009’s report described it as a modern and clean color (Pantone, 2004, 
2008b). Like Silver cloud, it was also suggested as a base color that can be paired with 
other colors introduced in the report. 
 
Figure 14 Slate gray.37 
 
                                                 





3.4 Controlling Variables 
In order to observe participants’ different reactions to identical colors, it was 
crucial to let the same participants rate the identical colors under two different conditions, 
with name and without name. Especially, there was a risk of the color difference caused 
by different monitors because it was an online survey. So, the survey was designed to 
have two sets of color swatches together, so that a participant could rate them through 
one device at once. Even though color swatches could look slightly different depending 
on a computer monitor, every individual could evaluate the two sets under the same 
environment. Consequently, it enabled this survey to effectively examine one person’s 
different reactions about the same colors rather than to focus on showing the exact shades 
of each color to every participant. 
Another important consideration of the survey was to make sure participants 
unaware of the two different presentations and not to notice that the five colors were 
repeating. If a participant discovered repeating colors, there could be potential risks that 
he or she might consciously give the same rating points to the identical colors. For the 
purpose of disturbing a memory on repeating colors, the survey was designed based on 
the following five strategies. 
First, instructions and questions did not reveal the main purpose of this survey to 
participants. As mentioned above, if a participant became aware that this research was 
investigating the perceptual impact of color names, he or she could focus too much on 
color names in the second set. In turn, it could hinder the accurate examination of the 
participant’s perceptual reaction. So, as seen in the appendix A, the survey instruction 




reaction to clothing colors, and did not reveal the actual subject. The instruction not only 
distracted participants’ attention but also, guided them to have a sense that they should 
evaluate colors as fashion customers.  
Second, with the exception of Jewel Blue, the repeating colors were selected 
from the colors that have low intensity. According to the research on color memory that 
was led by Johns Hopkins University, people have difficulty in remembering specific 
shades. It argues that human brains tend to store colors by labeling them by basic hues 
such as red, yellow or green (Bae et al., 2015). For example, even though people can tell 
different shades of red such as Scarlet, Ruby, Cherry and so on, human brains simply 
store those colors as Red. In other words, it is hard to remember the exact hue, value and 
intensity of a color unless it is a vivid basic color such as red, orange, yellow, green, blue 
or violet. Based on this information, most of the repeating colors were selected from dull 
colors that showed ambiguous hues so that participants could not remember their exact 
shades during the survey.  
Third, the survey showed the ‘without names’ set first. According to Carmichael 
et al. (1932), language helps people reproduce visually perceived forms. The research 
argues that when people process visual signals, language affects what information human 
brains store by associating a certain image. So, when they recall a visually-perceived 
form, the associated image is decoded. Especially, if the form is an ambiguous figure, its 
verbal description can alter the actual shape of the figure when people memorize and 
reproduce the form. Considering that color swatches are also kind of visually-perceivable 
forms, the argument also can apply to color memory. The experiments conducted by 




how people remember a shade of an ambiguous color. As mentioned above, the human 
brain stores color information by hue which is very similar to basic color terms. However, 
if the color has a certain name, it reminds a participant of a related figure or emotion. 
This experience can enhance participants’ memory for colors because differentiated color 
names describe the hue, value and intensity of a color in a more specific way than basic 
color terms. So, this survey was designed to first show colors that did not have names.  
Fourth, six more dummy colors were added for each set beside the five repeating 
colors to distract participants’ memory. When the six dummy colors were added, it was 
important to design the two sets to be as visually similar as possible in hue, value and 
intensity. If one set showed a certain dominant hue, value or intensity, the overall 
impression of the set could affect participants’ emotional reaction in a certain way. On 
the other hand, the two sets could not share the exact same dummy colors because it 
would allow participants to easily notice that the colors were repeating. In order to 
maintain the two sets visually consistent, the research made the two sets share very 
similar ratios in hue, value, and intensity. As seen in Fig15, the survey organized the 
colors for the first set, and replaced the first set’s dummy colors with similar colors in 
hue, value and intensity for the second set. So, each set has similar numbers of blue, 
violet, orange, and green hues, and similar numbers of light, medium and dark colors. 
Also, each set shares the same proportion of vivid and dull colors. In Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, 
colors were organized by hue, saturation and lightness to visualize the composition ratio 
of each classification. In the figures, each color’s CMYK value was converted into the 
HSB value by using Adobe Illustrator. The value of H can be any number between 0 and 




and the value can be any number between 0 and 100. As the value goes up, a color 
becomes more vivid. The lightness of colors was determined by the value of K under the 
Gray scale mode in Adobe Illustrator. The possible range of the value is from 0 to 100, 
and as the number increases, the lightness of a color decreases.  
Finally, the order of the 11 colors in each set was shuffled in a random fashion 
(Fig. 16 and 17). Because each set has a very similar proportion in hue, value and 
intensity, a similar order could enable participants to guess the next color by noticing a 
pattern. However, a pre-determined order of color swatches in each set was applied to 























3.5 Six criteria for Color Evaluation 
In order to quantify a participant’s perceptual reaction to given colors, the 
survey set six types of color evaluation criteria: Hardness, Coolness, Masculinity, Age, 
Luxuriousness and Trendiness. Each criterion has a scale rated from 1 to 5, and 
participants were asked to check the number on the scale with a mouse for every color 
swatch (Fig. 18). 
 
Figure 18 Six color evaluation criteria scales. 
 
3.5.1 Sensuous responses: Hardness and Coolness 
The first two criteria, Hardness and Coolness are investigating participants’ 
sensuous reactions to a color. The survey adopted the two criteria, Hardness and 
Coolness from the image scale developed by Kobayashi (1981). According to his paper, 
the three attributes, warm or cool, soft or hard, and clear or grayish have correlations 
with hue, value and chroma. The paper suggested an image scale based on those three 
attributes to describe images of color combinations. The two attributes, warm or cool and 
soft or hard, were used as two axes in the two-dimensional image scale (Fig. 19). 




those criteria, the survey can examine the very basic perceptual reactions about each 
color.  
 
Figure 19 Two-dimensional color image scale.38 
 
3.5.2 Social and cultural responses: Masculinity and Age 
Unlike Hardness and Coolness, people’s impression about a color as to gender 
and age is formed by social and cultural norms of the time. For example, in terms of 
babies’ clothing, people usually consider pink as a girlish color while blue is often worn 
by boys in Western culture. However, according to Paoletti (2012), there was a period 
when babies’ clothing color did not have a clear distinction in gender or when pink and 
blue had reversed or neutral gender. Before 1900, most American children wore white 
clothes until they were six years old. In other words, the baby’s clothes color, white, 
                                                 
38 Kobayashi’s two-dimensional color image scale. (1990). He introduced the image scale in his book, 





represented a child’s age rather than its gender. In addition, pink and blue were 
considered gender-neutral colors at that time. Even after pink and blue were considered to 
be gendered colors, the preferences for infants’ clothing by gender varied by region 
(Paoletti, 2012). Thus, the two criteria, Masculinity and Age are investigating people’s 
cultural and social responses to colors rather than immediate instinctual reactions. 
 
3.5.3 Commercial responses: Luxuriousness and Trendiness 
In the fashion industry, products are designed to fulfill not only customers’ 
practical needs, but also their desires to look trendy and fashionable. When it comes to 
color names, one of the main purposes of naming colors is to improve products’ salability 
by amplifying positive impressions in quality (Wyler, 2007). Especially, Luxuriousness 
and Trendiness are one of the most desirable attributes of fashion products, and they 
affect customers’ purchase decisions. The two criteria are also frequently used for a 
brand-positioning map in fashion marketing. Price and the degree of trendiness determine 
where a brand is positioned in the market, and the position determines its target customer. 
So, Luxuriousness and Trendiness can measure how positively participants feel about a 




CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
4.1 Demographics 
The survey was conducted over two months beginning in November 2015, and it 
was mostly promoted to color-related departments such as Art and Design, Consumer 
Science, Landscape Architecture, and Computer Graphic Technology. The total number 
of participants was 222, but only 173 people completely finished the survey questionnaire. 
In order to get accurate results, the research excluded surveys with incomplete answers. 
Specifically, there were 49 people who only finished the first set or stopped answering at 
some point. Even though there was no particular requirement for participants except age, 
most of them were students or faculty members of Purdue University who were 
comfortable with reading English. As seen in Fig. 20, 68.8% of participants was female, 
and people who were between the ages of 15 to 25 comprised more than 60% of the total. 
In fact, participants needed to be older than 18 years old, so the largest age group in this 
survey is from19 to 25. Also, 66% of the participants were from North America, and 17% 
had Asian cultural background. In terms or their experiences in art and design including 
any academic or professional experience, the biggest group was the 47% of people who 
had 1 to 5 years of experience. Finally, almost 73% of people answered that they shopped 




purchased clothing every 1 or two weeks (Fig. 20), and the survey will discuss the results 
of this trend-sensitive group a little bit in the Findings and Discussion part.  
 




4.2 Overall Results 
Fig. 21 and Fig 22 show the overall results of all color swatches including the 
twelve dummy colors. Even though this survey aimed to get results of the five repeating 
colors, the overall results proved that the survey was properly designed and conducted by 
showing general tendencies about color perception.  
In both sets, the results showed correlations between Hardness and tone. 
Specifically, people tended to feel that dull colors were softer than vivid colors. In terms 
of Coolness, it showed a relation with hue. Colors in the red to yellow range were 
perceived as warm, while bluish colors were considered as cool, and participants rated 
green and violet hues as neutral colors. Overall, the answers are well-distributed between 
1 and 5 without being concentrated in a certain spot. 
The next two attributes, Masculinity and Age also showed that they were affected 
by both hue and tone. People tended to consider red and violet hues as feminine colors, 
and lighter colors tended to be rated as more feminine within the red and violet hues. In 
other words, people felt that softer colors were more feminine. On the other hand, blue 
hues were rated as masculine colors, and grayish colors were also perceived as masculine.  
Meanwhile, orange, yellow, and yellow green hues that had relatively high saturation 
were considered as neutral colors. In terms of Age, people tended to think that grayish 
and dull colors looked old. Among vivid colors, yellow, yellow-green, and blue hues 
were considered as young colors. The answers are distributed between 1 and 4. It shows 
that people were less certain about these two attributes than about Hardness and Coolness.  
While other attributes showed certain patterns in their results, Luxuriousness and 




showed quite similar tendencies to Age. In other words, participants tended to consider 
that old colors looked more luxurious, but unlike Age, dark and vivid colors that were in 
the range between violet and red got high ratings in Luxuriousness. Even though 
Trendiness showed pretty similar tendencies to Luxuriousness, the deviation of each color 
was very subtle. Compared to other attributes, the answers for those two criteria showed 
smaller standard deviations. As seen in Fig. 21 and 22, the answers are concentrated 
between 2 and 4. This is because these two criteria required cognitive thinking processes 
such as judgment, evaluation, and decision making rather than relying on immediate 
















4.3 Repeating Colors’ Results 
4.3.1 General tendencies 
In Table 1, each number is the median value of the 173 participants’ answers for 
each color. Standard deviation values show how widely the answers were distributed on 
the scales. In other words, each standard deviation value indicates the average distance 
between each color within each criterion. From the results, it was discovered that the 
ratings for Hardness, Coolness and Masculinity were relatively widely-distributed while 
the answers for Age, Luxuriousness and Trendiness were more concentrated. It implies 
that participants were less sure about the last three criteria.  







In Table 2, each value shows how much the results were changed after naming 
colors. The Standard deviation value is the average difference between the original value 
and the new value of the five colors for each criterion. By comparing the values to the 
deviation values in Table 1, it can be concluded that Luxuriousness and Trendiness were 
more affected by naming than other criteria while Coolness was the least influenced. The 
Italicized bold values in the table indicate that the value is bigger than its standard 
deviation. It implies that the name of a color significantly affects color perception in 
terms of a certain criterion.   
Among the five repeating colors, Jewel blue showed the biggest increase in 
Hardness, while Toasted almond showed the biggest change in Coolness. Specifically, 
the color was perceived warmer after naming by 0.43. In terms of Masculinity and age, 
Dried herb and Toasted almond recorded the biggest change. Participants perceived that 
Dried herb was more feminine and Toasted almond was younger in the second set. 
While the first four criteria showed positive and negative changes for each color 
name, Luxuriousness and Trendiness recorded all positive changes in the second set. In 
other words, all repeating colors were rated more luxurious and trendier after naming. 
Especially, Jewel blue showed the biggest change in Luxuriousness and Toasted Almond 




Table 2 Deviation values of six color names for six criteria. 
 
 
As explained earlier, there was a color that had two different names in the second 
set: Toasted almond and Rose dust. They showed a different result for each criterion, and 
it validates that color perception is affected not only by naming itself, but also by the 
meaning of the name. As seen in Table 3, the two swatches sometimes showed positive 
and negative changes at the same time about the same criteria. For example, while 
Toasted almond was perceived to be more feminine than the color a without name, Rose 
dust was rated more masculine after naming. Table 3 shows the deviations between the 
two names. Especially, the two names showed the biggest differences in Masculinity and 
Age.  






4.3.2 Demographic tendencies 
The following six tables show participants’ ratings by demographics. In the 
tables, each value is a deviation between the result of the first set and the second set. The 
bold values and the Italicized bold values are the biggest and the smallest deviations 
within each demographic variable. The highlighted values were determined by the 
absolute value of each deviation, so the colored values show the demographic group that 
was the most and the least affected by color names for each evaluation criteria regardless 
of whether the group was negatively or positively affected.  
It is hard to argue that there was a general demographic tendency that applies to 
all colors in terms of naming. Each color and criterion showed a different result 
depending on the meaning of each name, and the pattern was not obvious. Also, there are 
possibilities that the results were caused by other demographic variables or factors that 
were not considered in this survey. The following tendencies are patterns that apply to a 
particular criterion or demographic group. The demographic characteristics of each color 
will be included in the next chapter.  
In terms of gender differences, females were consistently more affected by 
naming than males in Luxuriousness and Trendiness, and showed positive deviations 
about all colors in those two criteria. In other words, women participants perceived that 
the five colors were more luxurious and trendier when they had names except for Rose 
dust.39 Meanwhile, the male group was more influenced by color names than women in 
Age with the exception of Silver cloud. Each gender group showed negative or positive 
                                                 
39 In terms of Trendiness, female participants were negatively affected by the name, Rose dust while men 




deviations depending on different color names, and the directions of the deviations were 
not always identical. For example, females were negatively affected by the name, Rose 
dust, while males were positively influenced by the name in Trendiness (Table 9). 
However, men and women showed identical directions of deviations about each color in 
Hardness and Masculinity. Especially, all demographic groups showed the same direction 
of deviations in Hardness even though Silver cloud showed conflicting results (Table 
4).40  
In terms of cultural background, participants from North America were 
consistently the least affected by naming in Trendiness with the exception of Slate gray.41 
On the other hand, participants from Central and South America or Europe were greatly 
influenced by naming in Trendiness. In addition, the deviation values of the two groups 
are much bigger than the average for each color. 
In terms of clothing purchase frequency, there were twenty-nine people who 
shopped for clothing every one or two weeks. As seen in Table 8 and Table 9, this trend-
sensitive group was relatively less influenced by naming in Luxuriousness and 
Trendiness. On the other hand, there were fifteen participants who only purchased 
clothing every year. This group was consistently the most affected by names in Age 
except for Dried herb.42 Also, this group recorded relatively considerable deviations in 
Luxuriousness and Trendiness.  
                                                 
40 In terms of Hardness, female participants perceive that Silver cloud was harder while men perceived that 
the color was softer after naming. 
41 Participants form America were the second least affected group in Trendiness. 































4.4 Individual Color Analysis 
In Fig. 23, the results of the two sets were sorted in descending order. The graphs 
show that the order of swatches in each criterion changed and Fig. 24 visualizes the 
changes. The positive or negative changes of the order in the second set do not mean that 
a color was rated higher or lower for a certain criterion after naming. However, it shows 
the relative perceptual changes about the color compared to other colors. Also, it reveals 
that color names can actually affect how people process biologically-perceived color 
signals.  
Dried herb was the hardest color, and the second most masculine color among 
the five in the first set, but it was perceived as a relatively soft and feminine color in the 
second set. On the other hand, participants perceived Slate gray was harder than Dried 
herb after naming while it was a relatively soft color in the first set. Jewel blue was the 
least luxurious and the least trendy color among the five in the first set. However, 
participants rated the color more luxurious than Dried herb and Silver cloud, and trendier 
than Dried herb and Rose dust after naming. Toasted almond and Rose dust were 
differently ranked for the second set in regards to Age and Trendiness. Especially, people 
rated Toasted almond younger and trendier than Rose dust. Unlike other colors, Silver 
cloud did not show as much changes as the other colors. Also, Fig. 24 shows that there 
















4.4.1 Jewel blue 
In terms of Jewel blue, Hardness, Coolness, Luxuriousness and Trendiness were 
enhanced after naming while the value of Masculinity and Age decreased. Among the five 
repeating colors, Jewel blue had the most obvious hue because the color has a relatively 
higher saturation than other repeating colors. Also, its name includes the name of the hue, 
blue, in it. Due to the obvious hue, Jewel blue was rated as the coolest and the most 
masculine color out of the eleven colors in the first set. In the second set, it was still the 
coolest and the most masculine color out of the eleven.  
Also, participants perceived that the color was the youngest, the least luxurious 
and the least trendy color among the five repeating colors before naming. However, the 
color recorded the biggest changes in Hardness and Luxuriousness. As seen in Fig. 25, 
Hardness increased by 0.64 and Luxuriousness increased by 0.48. In the pie charts, it is 
seen that the number of the participants who rated 4 or 5 for Hardness comprised almost 
50% in the second set while the ratings of 1 or 2 accounted for half of the total before 
naming. In terms of Luxuriousness, the ratings of 1 or 2 greatly decreased in the second 
set. However, even though Jewel blue was the most positively affected by naming, the 
trend-sensitive group remained almost unaffected, and the group did not show any 
change in Luxuriousness (Table 9).  
Also, participants from the Central and South American and European group 












4.4.2 Dried herb 
As seen in Fig. 26, participants perceived that Dried herb was softer, warmer, 
less masculine, older, more luxurious and trendier than the swatch without the name. 
Especially, Dried herb was rated as the oldest color among the eleven swatches in the 
second set. In Fig. 24, it is seen that participants perceived that the color was older than 
Silver cloud and Rose dust in the second set contrary to the results of the first set.  
Among the six criteria, Hardness of the color was most affected by its name. The 
value of Hardness decreased by 0.45 and recorded a 2.32. In Fig. 26, it is seen that the 
final result became closer to the rating 2 while it was rated around the median value, 3. 
Looking at the two pie charts, they show that the percentage of the people who rated it a 
1 considerably increased while the people who rated it a 4 decreased after naming in 
Hardness.  
Also, Dried herb recorded the biggest deviations in Masculinity out of the five 
colors. As seen in Fig. 26, the value of Masculinity decreased by 0.38 and was rated 3.13. 
In other words, its name neutralized the gender of the color. In the pie charts, the number 
of the participants who rated the color 4 or 5 greatly increased in the second set while the 
ratings accounted for almost half of the total before. Especially only the participants from 
36 to 45 perceived that Dried herb looks more masculine and younger with the name.  
In terms of Age, people who purchased clothing only every year did not show 
any change by naming while other clothing purchase frequency groups perceived that 











4.4.3 Toasted almond and Rose dust 
Toasted almond was the softest one out of all the colors in the first set. As seen 
in Fig. 23, the color still remained as the softest color in the second set even though its 
Hardness increased by 0.24. As seen in Fig. 24, participants perceived that Toasted 
almond was harder, warmer, more feminine, younger, more luxurious and trendier with 
the name.  
Toasted almond was the color that showed the most dynamic changes in 
evaluation. It recorded the biggest deviations in three criteria: Coolness, Age and 
Luxuriousness. This color was basically rated as a relatively warm color because of its 
orange hue. In Fig. 27, it is seen that the name, Toasted almond, made the color look even 
warmer than before. The pie charts in Fig. 27 show that the percentage of the ratings of 3 
significantly decreased and there were no people who rated it a 5 for Coolness in the 
second set. In terms of Age, the value decreased by 0.42 after naming. Specifically, the 
number of participants who rated it 4 or 5 for Age diminished and the ratings of 2 or 3 
increased. People perceived that the color was trendier in the second set and the value 
increased by 0.24. The number of participants who rated it a 1 decreased while the ratings 
of 4 increased in the second set.  
As seen in Fig. 24, Toasted almond was the second least trendy color among the 
five in the first set. However, the color was rated trendier than Dried herb, Jewel blue and, 
Silver cloud in the second set. Especially, all demographic groups perceived that Jewel 











Toasted almond and Rose dust showed the biggest differences in Masculinity and 
Age. Especially, the two names showed directly-opposite changes in Masculinity. While 
Toasted almond recorded a negative change for this criterion, Rose dust was rated less 
masculine in the second set. Also, Rose dust was the only color that negatively affected 
the female group in terms of Trendiness (Fig. 28).  
 








4.4.4 Silver cloud 
Unlike the other colors, Silver cloud is an achromatic color that does not show a 
particular hue. Participants perceived that the color was harder, less cool, more masculine, 
older, more luxurious and trendier after naming. However, the result did not show 
noticeable changes.  
Even though Masculinity was the most influenced by naming, the change was 
very subtle. Part of the reason is that each demographic group often recorded contrasting 
directions of deviations without a clear pattern. Especially, males and females showed 
contrasting tendencies in five criteria: Hardness, Coolness, Age, Luxuriousness and 
Trendiness.  
 






4.4.5 Slate gray 
The ratings of Slate gray also showed subtle changes in the second set like Silver 
cloud. Participants perceived that the color was harder, less cool, more masculine, older, 
more luxurious and trendier than the swatch without the name.  
Even though Hardness was the most affected by naming out of the six criteria, 
the change was much lower than the average level considering that the standard deviation 
of Hardness in Table 2 was 0.38. In terms of Hardness, only the European group 
perceived that Slate gray was softer in the second set (Table 4). 
 







4.5 Findings and Discussion 
Based on the results of the survey, this research concludes several findings about 
the perceptual impact of naming colors as follows. It is hard to argue that the findings are 
general tendencies that apply to all colors or all color names because five samples were 
not enough to generalize the results. Note that the five repeating colors had relatively low 
intensity, and the six names used in the survey were object-based color names. Dried 
herb, Toasted almond are names using a single object. Jewel blue and Slate gray are 
compounds of an object and a basic color term, and Rose dust and Silver cloud are 
compounds of two different objects. Also, there was no controlled variable in regards to 
the meaning of each color name. 
 
1. The associations caused by color names affect how people perceive colors. 
This research did not analyze the semantic impact of each color name on human 
color perception because the lexical or associated meaning, emotion and image about 
each color name vary depending on participants’ demographic variables. In other words, 
how a person sees a color is subjective. Instead, the survey validates that color names can 
change the Hardness, Coolness, Masculinity, Age, Luxuriousness and Trendiness of a 
color by showing that the ratings for each criteria vary depending on color names. 
Especially, in the case of Toasted almond and Rose dust, even though they were the same 
color, the two names showed contrasting results in Masculinity. Also, the survey proves 
that color names affect human color perception by showing that the colors’ order in each 





2. Color names enhanced Luxuriousness and Trendiness of colors. 
Even though participants were less certain about colors in Luxuriousness and 
Trendiness, all five repeating colors showed positive deviations in those two criteria in 
the second set. In other words, the six names made the colors look more luxurious and 
trendier regardless of their meanings. Especially, Jewel blue showed the biggest 
enhancement in Luxuriousness, and Toasted almond recorded the biggest improvement in 
Trendiness. Considering that those two criteria belonged to the commercial reactions 
criteria, the results imply that color naming could positively affect people’s purchase 
decisions in fashion retailing. 
 
3. Color names had the least effect on hue out of the three basic color 
properties: hue, lightness and saturation 
When participants evaluated a color, they showed relatively definite reactions on 
these three criteria: Hardness, Coolness and Masculinity, but they were not sure about the 
other criteria: Age, Luxuriousness and Trendiness. When the colors had names, the 
ratings for Coolness were even more polarized, and the order of the five colors for 
Coolness did not change. Also, in terms of the deviation between the first set and the 
second set, Coolness and Masculinity showed relatively small differences. Considering 
that Coolness and Masculinity are hue-sensitive criteria, it can be concluded that color 
names had less effect on the hue of a color compared to the other two properties, 





4. Participants showed identical tendencies of deviations in Hardness and 
Masculinity regardless of gender.  
It was typical that females and males showed different tendencies of deviations 
in each color evaluation criterion. For example, women perceived that Jewel blue was 
less cool after naming while men rated the color cooler in the second set. However, 
participants showed the same tendencies in Hardness and Masculinity (Table 4) (Table 6) 
In terms of Hardness, only Silver cloud showed contrasting tendencies by gender. 
However, the tendencies were relatively very stable over all demographic groups with the 
exception of Silver Cloud. In terms of Masculinity, all six names showed the identical 
tendencies regardless of gender but, no demographic group showed a consistent trend in 
the results. It implies that when a color has a name, it is expected that the name will affect 
males’ and females’ color perception in the same way in regards to Hardness and 
Masculinity. 
 
5. When colors have names, males were more affected in terms of Age while 
females were more affected in terms of Luxuriousness and Trendiness.  
As seen in Table 8 and Table 9, female participants consistently showed bigger 
deviations than men in Luxuriousness and Trendiness over all six names except for Rose 
dust. Also, the deviations were all positive. On the other hand, male participants were 
more influenced in regards to Age after naming than women with the exception of Silver 
cloud. In other words, color naming affects color perception by gender differently, so 





6. The trend-sensitive group was not much affected by color names in terms 
of Luxuriousness and Trendiness.  
There were twenty-nine people who purchased clothing every one or two weeks, 
and this research especially analyzes this group in more detail. Because this group has a 
high purchasing power, it has a great influence with the fashion market. This trend-
sensitive group consists of twenty-six females and three males, and eighteen people from 
age15 to 25, and five people are between 46 and 55 years old. (Fig. 20). Even though the 
group did not show clear tendencies in the results, it was found that they were relatively 
less affected by color names in terms of Luxuriousness and Trendiness. They were either 
positively influenced by color names or did not show any change in terms of those two 
criteria with the exception of Rose dust. 
 
7. Color names have less effect on people’s perception of achromatic colors. 
Out of the five repeating colors, there were two gray colors, Silver cloud and Slate gray. 
Silver cloud was a light neutral gray color and Slate gray had a slight blue hue. In the 
results, it was seen that participants were much less affected by naming for these two 
colors. Especially, Silver cloud recorded very subtle deviations in all six criteria. 
However, it was not clear whether their subtle deviations were caused by the colors or 
color names. In the case of Silver cloud, it could be argued that the color name’s two 




CHAPTER 5. EXHIBITION 
The research was exhibited at the Patti and Rusty Rueff Gallery at Purdue 
University in April 2016. The exhibition consisted of two parts including an interactive 
color-naming area and an infographic poster area that presented the research information. 
 
Figure 31 Exhibition. 
 
The interactive color-naming area was set up for the purpose of letting audiences 
experience the subjectivity of naming colors. As seen in Fig. 32, five huge color swatches 




values. They were the colors that were used in this research, and audiences were asked to 
name each color based on their subjective impressions. Even though people were looking 
at the same colors, their naming strategies were all different depending on how one sees 
the color (Fig. 33). 
 
Figure 32 Interactive color-naming area. 
 
Based on the color names classification in this research1, those color names can 
be classified into three groups. First of all, there were some general color names such as 
Neutral blue, Simply green, Burnt beige, Classic gray and Modern gray, and these names 
are compounds of color-related adjectives and basic color names. Second, it was common 
that people named a color after a tangible or an intangible object such as Midnight sky, 




Rainy mood, My dream blue and Baby poop are creative color names using abstract 
concepts or unusual objects. There were also a few creative color names that did not have 
a direct relation with the basic properties of a color. For example, Forgetful is a name 
using an abstract concept, and Draw me like one of your French girls is a sentence type 
description of a color. 
Even though colors were all differently named, all colors showed some 
tendencies in their names. In terms of the first blue color which was named Jewel blue in 
the survey, its names frequently included well-known objects associated with water or 
sky. It is seen that people perceived that the color had a blue hue and a low value. The 
second muted green color which was named Dried herb in the survey, frequently 
included organic objects such as avocado, olive and grass. Also, people often related this 
color to the military concept. The third beige color, Toasted almond, was perceived as a 
red, beige or brown in terms of its hue. The objects used in its names were often related 
to skin or sand. The color name, skin or flesh was culturally controversial because the 
name was not applicable for all races. In 1962, Crayola changed the name flesh to peach 
in response to the civil rights movement. However, the names such as Skin red, Nudiest 
and In the nude showed that this color is still communicated as the skin color of certain 
races. The fourth color which was named Silver cloud in the survey showed a relatively 
high percentage of general color names such Classic gray, Cool gray and Modern gray. 
The names for the first and third color, meanwhile, were showed a wide range of naming 
strategies from the general color names to the creative color names. The names for the 




gap in terms of its hue. The color was perceived as blue, green or gray depending on the 
person.  
 
Figure 33 Subjective color names from audiences. 
 
In the infographic poster area, the poster conveyed the research-related 
information including survey results and the physiological and perceptual mechanism of 
human color vision (Fig. 34). The poster effectively visualized the survey results of each 
color name by designing bar graphs using symbols that represent color evaluation criteria. 
Also, the infographic showed the process of how a person perceives a color and how its 
name affects color perception. The poster simplified and visualized the process by using a 









CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
This research started from curiosity about the impact of metaphoric color names 
used in the paint, cosmetics, crayon, and automobile industries. The second chapter 
introduced the related- arguments on the perceptual impact of color names based on the 
two theoretical roots, relativist and universalist views on language and thought. This 
research defined its stance as the moderate version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, and 
hypothesized that the sensation evoked by the objects used in color names may affect 
how people perceive colors.  
In the third chapter, the research defined the role of color names according to 
these three aspects: segmentation of the visual spectrum, describing shades of colors and 
stimulating imagination and associations. Based on the functions, origins, lexical 
structures and the degree of modification of color names, the research grouped them into 
the three sub-classes: general color names, object-based color names and creative color 
names. Especially, the research focused on commercialized color names and added a new 
scope of the creative color names which is frequently used for commercial purposes.  
The fourth chapter investigated the perceptual impact of the six object-based 
color names: Jewel blue, Dried herb, Toasted almond, Rose dust, Silver cloud and Slate 
gray, used for Pantone’s fashion color reports. For the survey, the 173 participants 




without names. The results showed that participants reacted differently to the same colors 
depending on the two different presentations in the six criteria: sensuous responses 
(Hardness and Coolness), social and cultural responses (Masculinity and Age) and 
commercial responses (Luxuriousness and Trendiness), and it suggested that the 
linguistic representation affected human color perception. More specifically, it was found 
that color names cannot actually change the perceived hue of colors, but affected the 
mood or impression of colors. Considering that the hue is the main criterion to categorize 
colors, the result goes along the lines of the moderate linguistic relativity. It is also 
worthy to note that naming colors showed a positive influence on the commercial 
responses, Luxuriousness and Trendiness of colors. It suggests that color naming has the 
potential to be an effective marketing tool. 
The future study will place an emphasis on the more commercial aspects of 
naming colors. It will investigate whether the perceptual impact of color names are able 
to positively affect customers’ purchased-making decisions in fashion retailing. Also, the 
demographic tendencies should be examined in more detail, so that the research can 
contribute to the actual industries’ ability to set up successful color naming strategies 
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